Chris' favorite food was pickle potato chips. Chris wanted to eat them at
(sour, for, every) meal. He wouldn't eat anything but (pickle, ate, vanilla)
potato chips.
Chris ate chips for (eat, breakfast, food) instead of cereal and juice. He
(ate, gave, the) chips for lunch instead of a (dog, sandwich, smelled) and fruit.
Chris ate chips for (pickles, supper, no) instead of roast beef and corn.
(Wanted, Teeth, He) even ate chips instead of vanilla (pickle, ice, and) cream
for dessert.
Chris ate so (many, like, sour) chips he smelled sour like pickles. (Instead,
His, Chris) hands, his clothes, and his breath (every, it, all) smelled sour. No
one wanted to (hand, pour, talk) to Chris because of his sour (breath, night,
long). The dog wouldn't even go near (Chris, even, pickle). The kisses Chris
gave his mom (clothes, but, and) dad each night smelled like pickles (chip,
because, but) his teeth smelled like pickles. It (were, didn't, over) matter how
long he brushed his (night, for, teeth) or how much dental floss and
(toothpaste, boys, like) he used. Chris couldn't get rid (of, for, and) the pickle
smell.
Chris' mom and (food, how, dad) were becoming quite concerned about
their (boys, son, brushed). Chips weren't healthy for growing boys. (Said,
Besides, To), they didn't like the smell of (Chris, healthy, sour) pickles that had
taken over their (home, the, night).
"I know how much you like (chips, bowl, kiss), Chris," said his father. "You
eat (on, his, them) all the time, but growing boys (smell, had, need) more than
junk food."
Chris listened (like, to, in) his dad as he munched on (a, of, but) pickle
potato chip.
The next morning, (mom, Chris, listened) started to pour himself a bowl
(munched, for, of) chips but stopped. He remembered what (himself, his,
reached) dad told him.
"Why am I (long, always, cereal) eating chips?" he asked himself. He
(decided, tasted, one) it was time to try something (all, new, big).
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Chris reached for a box of (food, he, cereal). He dug out a couple of (boys,
but, flakes) and took a tiny bite. The (box, and, cereal) tasted wonderful. Chris
poured a big (bowl, dug, floss) of cereal and ate it all (juice, without, at) one
pickle chip.
Now Chris can (pet, bite, couple) the dog and kiss his parents (besides,
again, go).
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